1,500 Americans in Peril as Infuriated Mexicans Ravish, Burn, Pillage and Kill

FIRST THOUGHT
FOR REFUGEES
Operations Are Halted Until
Americans Can Be Taken to
Protected Ports

NEARLY 3,000 ON SHIPS
Gave Free Fall for Several Thousand
Who Still Are in Small
Ships Far Out

DISTRIBUTION
OF REFUGEES
In several thousand
Ships far out

FUSILLO CANS
Now Required by
The Interior Departmen

FEAR MASSACRE
OF AMERICANS
in any event

GEN. VILLA—HERO OR GOLD BRICK?
Foxy Rebel Leader a Puzzle
In His Attitude Toward
Carranzistas

BIG REBEL ARMY
NEARS BORDER
Carranzistas Are Advancing
Toward Devastated Nuevo
Laredo

MEXICAN SWIM RIVER
Made Homeless by Vendors
Handed Appeal to Americans
for Shelter

Jackies from the Texas
at Landing Force Drill

ARMED MEXICANS
Entering United States
from Mexico

PLAN TO BRING BACK
BODIES OF MARINES
Fall Naval Heroes Will Be Accused
Men Killed at Vera
Cruz

We Can Correct
Your Eye Troubles
GEORGE A. BAKER OPTICAL CO.

For 17 years we have been curing eye defects and diseases of all kinds, and today we have the most efficient appliances, in Washington.

If your eyes trouble you in any way, don't hesitate, but make an appointment with our expert. It is most important that you come to ophthalmologist of proven skill, because the eyes are very delicate, and tampering by novices might cause fatal.

We examine your eyes free of charge, and do not recommend the use of glasses unless they are absolutely necessary.

We carry a complete line of optical goods and photographic supplies.

Good glasses as low as $1.50.